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   Proof Assistant & Programming Language

Based on dependent type theory
Goals

Extensibility, Expressivity, Scalability, Efficiency
A platform for 

Formalized mathematics
Software development and verification
Developing custom automation and Domain Specific Languages

Small trusted kernel, external type/proof checkers
http://lean-lang.org

http://lean-lang.org


                   is and IDE for automated reasoning
Lean is a development environment for automated reasoning.

Proofs and definitions are machine checkable.

The math community using Lean is growing rapidly. They love the system.

A compiler: high-level language ⇒ kernel code





                  enables decentralized collaboration

Meta-programming
Users extend Lean using Lean itself.

Proof automation.

Visualization tools.

Custom notation.

Formal Proofs
You don't need to trust me to use my 
proofs.

You don't need to trust my proof 
automation to use it.

Hack without fear.



develops Mathlib





The Lean Zulip Channel - https://leanprover.zulipchat.com

https://leanprover.zulipchat.com


Focused Research Organization (FRO)
A new type of nonprofit startup for science developed by Convergent Research. 

convergentresearch.org

https://www.convergentresearch.org/


The Lean FRO
Mission: address scalability, usability, and proof automation in Lean

We want to popularize formal mathematics and verification.

7 FTEs by end of year

Supported by Simons Foundation International, Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, and 
Richard Merkin

lean-fro.org

https://lean-fro.org


Questions of Scale
“Can mathlib scale to 100 times its present size, with a community 100 times its 

present size and commits going in at 100 times the present rate? [...] Will the 

proofs be maintained afterwards [...]?”

– Joseph Myers on Lean Zulip

https://leanprover.zulipchat.com/#narrow/stream/113488-general/topic/lots.20of.20theorems/near/378297465


So many new features in the “oven”
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Loogle



Loogle



The Lean Mathematical Library goes viral - 2020

“You can do 14 hours a day in it and not get tired and feel kind of high the 
whole day,” Livingston said. “You’re constantly getting positive reinforcement.”

“It will be so cool that it’s worth a big-time investment now,” Macbeth said. 
“I’m investing time now so that somebody in the future can have that amazing 
experience.”



The Liquid Tensor Experiment (LTE) - 2021
Peter Scholze (Fields Medal 2018) was unsure about one of his latest results in Analytic Geometry.

The Lean community and Scholze formalized the result he was unsure about.

We thought it would take years (Scholze included).

Trust agnostic collaboration allowed us to achieve it in months. (Math Hive in action). 

"The Lean Proof Assistant was really that: an assistant 
in navigating through the thick jungle that this proof is. 
Really, one key problem I had when I was trying to find 
this proof was that I was essentially unable to keep all the 
objects in my RAM, and I think the same problem occurs 
when trying to read the proof. " Peter Scholze



2023 has been a great year for  



2023 has been a great year for  





Lean 4 is implemented in Lean



The Lean 4 Frontend Pipeline



The Lean 4 Frontend Pipeline



Macro: simple extensions must be simple!



Macro: simple extensions must be simple!

These are just macros!



Mixfix Notation



Mixfix Notation

Overlapping notations are parsed with a (long) “longest parse” rule
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Mixfix Notation

Overlapping notations are parsed with a (long) “longest parse” rule



Syntax

This is just a macro!

term is a syntax category.



Syntax

This is just a macro!

term is a syntax category.



More Syntax



Summary: Parsing



Macros

This is just a macro.

which can also be written as



Macros

This is just a macro.

which can also be written as

or, in this case



Quotations

has type Syntax in patterns.
has type m Syntax given MonadQuotation m in terms.
id has type TSyntax `ident.
val and body have type TSyntax `term.



Quotations

has type Syntax in patterns.
has type m Syntax given MonadQuotation m in terms.
id has type TSyntax `ident.
val and body have type TSyntax `term.
binders has type Array (TSyntax `letIdBinder).
ty? has type Option (TSyntax `term).



Scope of Hygiene

This unfolds to the identity function. Hygiene works per-macro.



Scope of Hygiene

This unfolds to the identity function. Hygiene works per-macro.
Nested scopes can be opened with withFreshMacroScope.



Summary: Macros



Unexpanders: simple pretty printers



Unexpanders: simple pretty printers



Lean is a platform for Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs)

Extensible syntax.

Hygienic macros.

Extensible elaborator & pretty printer.

You can design DSLs, write code using them, and reason about this code.

Extensible LSP server coming soon.



String Interpolation: a micro DSL

Started as a Lean example!



String Interpolation: a micro DSL

Started as a Lean example!



“do” notation: another DSL

Introduced by the Haskell programming language.

Lean has many extensions: nested actions, reassignments, for-loops, etc.



“do” notation: another DSL



Using “do” notation to expand interpolated string notation



Extending the anonymous constructor notation

Anonymous constructor notation for inductive types with one constructor.



Extending the anonymous constructor notation

Let’s define a notation that tries to find a constructor with the right number of 
arguments.



Extending the anonymous constructor notation



Extending the anonymous constructor notation



Extending the anonymous constructor notation



Extending the anonymous constructor notation

...



Interactive Tactics: another DSL



Interactive Tactics: another DSL




